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Tic tac toe toilet paper holder diy plans

9 Materials $50 7 hours Medium Hello guys! This is a very fun project and I've seen a lot of pictures of it all over Pinterest, so I thought it was time to create my own. Present - Bad Tic Tac Toe! This is fun piece functional décor and yes, you can actually play a game of tic tac toe. I need a fun way to store the toilet paper in the bathroom of my store, and I thought why not make something that I can hang on
the wall, store the toilet paper at the same time and have a nice piece of décor. I have an easy to watch video posted at the bottom, so make sure you give it a watch. If you love this project, you'll also need to subscribe to my YouTube channel so you don't miss out on future projects. This DIY seems like a big project, but if you are convenient with some lightweight power tools you can achieve this quite
easily. Building the frame is super lightweight, I used two 1x6x6 pieces of lumber and cut them into 4 to create the frame. For the inside vertical pieces, I used two 1x4x2 pieces, and then I cut down two more 1x4x2 pieces for the horizontal cross shelves. For X's I used 1x4x2 lumber and I cut 8 pieces that are 6.5 in length. I cut Dado cuts using a Jigsaw, and while I know this is not the right way to make
Dado cuts, I didn't have a table saw, and this actually worked pretty well. (as you will see in the video) You can check out the entire project in this video. Again, if you love this video, make sure you subscribe to my YouTube channel so you don't miss other videos in this series. You can also go back and watch previous episodes! Want more details about this and other DIY projects? Check out my blog post!
Go This is my first wooden mosaic ever. I'm really proud of it, not because of how it turned out, but... So I found this DIY wall art from a girl I follow on Instagram and fell in love with it! It's not... The new craze is a teepee party. It's so lovely and looks great fun. Hire a teepee company? Not so... Do you like low seats? We'll show you how to turn a used car tyre into the new beanbag that... For the most part,
cardboard crafts usually do not fall under the category of home décor, and it is ... Winter holidays are here and in full swing! I love making décor that fits in with... When we rebuilt our main bathroom, the storage was at the top of our needs/wish list. We decided to... I had a budget of $200 to makeover a small 20 ft2 bathroom - it was very common, plus it had a very ... Living with an outdated or boring
bathroom? All our guests used the main floor bathroom when we... I'm totally obsessed with how this DIY wall art hack came out! I've seen a beautiful piece of... I've always loved what the windows looked like in my church, the intricate stained glass window that was... Earlier this year I made a post about stenciling my boring white hall. It is very narrow with several ... Ugh $500!! I gasped. A neighboring
customer on me over her thin pink-framed glasses. my heart... This project project began when a friend of ours cleared out his father's garage and found this ... How to create cool concrete wall art décor for your walls. Make a triptych of wall tiles, MCM... Take some 1x2s from the hardware store and make this folding tent! Perfect for small areas! At a conference this summer we were introduced to a new
product from Aspect Tile Company - a ... A super easy way to add your own décor for any season! Turn on your favorite movie, set up your feet, and make yourself a cute embroidered work of art! This... One of my favorite things in nature and symbols of Christmas is the pine tree. I love how under ... Hi everyone, I'm Cindy and blog at Cloches &amp; Lavender where I share painting furniture, crafts,... Most
craftsmen I know have an inexplicable number of glass jars and containers. Every time I go... Takes it from blah and boring to amazing and unique! This fun DIY has always been a classic in my home! Grandma used to make these all the time, and I... Easier than it looks Christmas wall décor with LED lights. Use this idea to bring holiday magic to ... My Christmas tree is finally up! Or should I say one of
them... Vertical porch signs are all the rage ... I made this rock accent wall in my son's room using thin strips of sluggish ing. I've never... We have them all, a collection of magazines both old and new sitting under the bed, collecting dust.... ... And without removing your current countertops! I've always wanted specific countertops, but what I... I love Christmas décor. It's just such a fun time of year, and good
decorations really help bring in... Every season there is a new trend, but who have the money to buy all new holiday décor years after ... Christmas wreath with the help of fresh cedar. I cut a bunch of fresh cedar to fill in my fireplace mantle and... Who doesn't love a good atmosphere fire? This is a fun little DIY. All you need is patients, lol. I'm going to... If you've looked up the DIY sponge wall in the past,
you may have come across my photos and/or my post... Creating unique ornaments is super easy with just a few supplies. With Mod Podge, decorative paper ... Share Facebook Pinterest Twitter Email Ken Wingard turns a roll of toilet paper into a fun game! 8, 23 inch long 1x6's (wooden boards)10, 5 1/2 in. long 1x6 is (wooden plates) PencilMeasuring TapeJigsawRubber Mallet and Scrap Wood4,
Adjustable shelf brackets or L-BracketsOptional: Staple gun Toilet paper Tic Tac Toe Shelf - Home &amp;amp; Family directions Start with 8 wooden plates, exactly the same length and width. Measure 2 1/2 inches from the ends of all boards and mark it with pencil. Then make a new mark 3/4 further inward on the board. (the space between these two lines should be equal to the width of the boards). From
the inner markings, make another measurement 5 inches inward on each side and mark it. Again, measure and mark a place 3/4 inches from the last pencil mark. You have a total of 4, 3/4 inch marks. These will be your cuts. Measure and mark of each board. This will be how deeply your cuts will go into the board. (repeat all these measurements and marks above each one of the 23. Inch boards) Use
jigsaw to make all perpendicular cuts down the board. When you get to the point of making the cut that runs through the center of, curve the jigsaw towards the opposite corner. This will allow you to rotate the jigsaw blade towards the next right angle corner. 10. Assemble all the boards together as tic tac toe board shape. If the cuts are too tight, place a piece of scraper over the top card and knock it into
the notches with the hammer. 11. For X's: Start with another 10, 5 1/2 in. Square tables. 12. Measure 2 1/2 inches from each end and cut a notch out halfway through the square. (this is the same technique as you did with each of the shelves.) Assemble all the pieces together and make 5 X's. 13. Paint depending on your wish. 14. Hang using adjustable shelf cables (or L-brackets) on the top and bottom
horizontal shelves. Get more information about this episode &gt;&gt; This week guys, I made a wooden toilet paper holder in the form of a Tic Tac Toe game. I've seen these on Pinterest, but I couldn't find any instructions on how to make one. This is my version, using a little scrap White Pine wood, add a little stain and paint. I also included the video from my Youtube channelWhat you need: Table
SawDado set for Table sawEnough wood for 8 pieces 20 long x 4 1/8 wide x 3/4 thick and 6 pieces 6 long x 4 1/8 wide x 3 /4 thickClampsWood FillerPutty KnifeSander with 220 gravel SandpaperMinwax Dark Walnut stainRed PaintSawtooth hangersHammerI first collected enough wood for the project, so I set up the table saw at 4 1/8 wide, demolished the stock. Then I installed my Table Saw sleigh, and
added a stopblock of 20 . We need 8 pieces, I cut 9, going to use one to set up the Dado cuts. I also cut 6 pieces 6 long. Note that I used my table saw, but you could use a Mitre Saw instead. Now we need to install the Dado blades, make sure the machine is off and disconnected, Safety First. Install enough leaves to cut the thickness of the stock. Once we have installed the Dado blades, make a test cut to
ensure it is wide enough for your tables, if not add or subtract leaves. Then set to a height of 2 1/16 , align the fence with a stopblock of wood strapped to the fence. For the first cuts, put it on 1 , cut the Dado, then turn the board around and make the other side. When all 8 pieces are finished, rest the stopblock at 6 3/4 and repeat the process. Then for X's, set the stop block at 2 5/8 and cut them. Note that I
did one piece at a time, I would recommend squeezing several pieces together to help on TearoutBefall by tearing out on my dado slots, I had to use a little three putty to Tear out. Let putty dry a few hours and then sand with 220 gravel sandpaper. Now that we have the pieces honed, it's time to assemble your parts. This is simple, just adjust tracks together and press, they a little tight. You may need to use
a rubber hammer to hammer the pieces together. Now it's time to stain and paint your pieces. I decide to stain the frame with the Minwax Dark Walnut stain. Brush a good stain on the tree, let it put for about 10 to 15 minutes, then wipe off the excess. As for X's, I decide to paint them Red.After letting the stain dry overnight, I sprayed a couple of coats matte Ready finish. After letting the clear jacket dry, I
attach 2 Sawtooth hangers, as you can see in the photo, I use a piece of tape to hold the little nails while hammering. Now hang the frame and install X and toilet paper, I made mine to fit double rolls from Angel soft. If you have larger rollers, you need to adjust your dimensions. Thank you for checking out my Instructable, hope this helps someone to build your own. I know I come along well, because I have
a small closet in the bathroom. Bathroom.
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